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Carlo Guglielmin - v0.9 - Speed is Everything

S OVERVIEW
White  Line  Fever  is  a  tabletop  combat  game  where  any  number  of  players 
maneuver toy cars (loaded with guns!) around the table and try to destroy each 
other. The goal of the game is to be the last player alive.

S COMPONENTS
• Flat playing surface (normally a 4'x4' area on a table)

◦ Cover with a cloth or similar to stop the cars from rolling away
◦ Smaller areas will require more turning, have a higher chance to go off 

the edge, and make short range weapons more powerful
• Terrain/obstacles  (can  be  common 

household  items  like  books,  mugs, 
bowls,  homemade  ramps,  etc.  or 
complex  foam  pieces  and  model 
scenery)

• Cars (1:64 scale "matchbox" cars)
◦ One record sheet per car

• Ruler, measuring tape, and pencils
◦ Pre-measuring is  allowed at  any 

time,  such as before shooting a 
weapon

• Eight-sided (D8)  and six-sided (D6) 
dice

• Droppable tokens

S SETUP
Find a playing surface and choose a number of cars to use per player (3 cars each 
is recommended).
More cars will add variety but increase playtime.

Obstacles: Obstacles and terrain are setup as desired.
A density  of  at  least  25% is  recommended.  More  obstacles  will  result  in  less 
shooting (as lining up a string of shots is harder) and less use of "Floor It" (since 
failing is  more punishing with lots  to crash into),  while  rewarding good Speed 
management, driving, foresight, and planning. Having a theme to the setup can 
help  inspire  and add realism (such as  a  gas  station,  long stretch of  highway, 
narrow canyon, etc.).

Deployment: The players decide the type of Deployment to use. If the players 
cannot agree then randomly decide by rolling a D6.
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S ROUNDS
The player who has the current round is called the  Driver. They choose one of 
their cars to act. The same car can be chosen repeatedly across rounds if desired.

1. Determine Direction
2. Perform Maneuver

◦ Can choose to "Floor It" for another Maneuver
3. Change Speed

Once complete the player to their right becomes the Driver, and so on in a round-
robin fashion.

Determine Direction: The Driver is assumed to be going Forward for their round.
If the car would leave the playing surface or get into an unavoidable Collision they 
can go in Reverse.

Perform Maneuver: The Driver  must perform 1 Maneuver.  Afterwards they can 
choose to "Floor It" and push their luck to perform additional Maneuvers.

Change Speed: The Driver can raise or lower the car Speed by up to 3, with a 
minimum of 1 and maximum of 6. Changing speed is only allowed if the Driver 
finished their Maneuvers normally (without a Collision or failed Hazard Check).

S MANEUVERS
Each Maneuver consists of three parts: movement, a turn or drift, and an action. 
The Driver cannot pass or skip a Maneuver.

During each Maneuver the Driver  must move the 
car a number of inches equal to their Speed (so 3" 
at Speed 3,  6" at Speed 6, etc.).  This movement 
can include a  turn  or  drift  at  any point  (such as 
before  moving,  in  between  moving,  or  after 
moving). Once per Maneuver, after all movement is 
done, the Driver can perform an action.
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For example a car with Speed 5 could move 2" forward, turn a bit, finish moving 
3" ahead, then shoot a weapon.

Leaving the Playing Surface: If a car would move off the playing surface they are 
immediately removed from the game and count as destroyed.

Move Car: Measure a straight line (minimum 1" at a time) from the front of the car 
to the desired destination. Move the car along that line, still measuring from the 
front.

Turn Car: Place the ruler against the rear of the car and turn up to 90 degrees.
For ease of play any obvious turns can be done without the ruler. Measuring is 
only necessary if a car is getting close to the 90 degree angle.

Drift Car: While moving the car at least 1" in a straight line it can drift 1" to the left 
or right, measured from the same side of the car.
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Action: Can be performed once per Maneuver after all movement and any turn or 
drift is finished, as long as no Collision or failed Hazard Check happened.

S FLOOR IT
After finishing a Maneuver the Driver can choose to "Floor It" to try to do another 
Maneuver, up to a maximum of six Maneuvers per round. This requires a Hazard 
Check.

Hazard Check: Roll a D6 and include any modifiers. To succeed the result needs to 
be 2+ for the second Maneuver of a round, 3+ for the third, etc.

Remembering which Maneuver a Driver is on can be done with tokens, chits, dice, 
an opponent counting on their hands, etc.

Lose Control: On a failed Hazard Check the Driver loses control. The opponent to 
their right performs a Maneuver with the Driver's car,  but cannot  perform an 
action or voluntarily leave the playing surface.

Then the Driver's round immediately ends.

Last Car Standing: An outnumbered Driver with only 1 car remaining can do a free 
second Maneuver each round without a Hazard Check. A third Maneuver would 
still use the normal check of 3+, and so on.

S SHOOT WEAPON (Action)
The Driver shoots their Primary or Secondary weapon directly against an enemy 
target car.

Target: The Driver declares a valid target car which is:
• Within Maximum Range of the weapon (measure from shooter's front tire to 

any tire on the target)
• Can be seen by the shooter (no obstacles or other cars in the way)
• Within the shooter's forward 180 degree arc (when in doubt trace a line 

from a front tire to any tire on the target)
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Modifiers: If  the  Driver  has  any modifiers  available  they must  declare  (before 
rolling) to apply them all to the Accuracy roll or Damage amount. If undeclared 
then Accuracy is used.

To Hit: Roll a D8 for Accuracy and include any modifiers. If the result is greater 
than or equal to the target's Speed the shot hits.

Damage: On hit mark off a number of Armor boxes on the target's record sheet  
equal to the Damage of the weapon plus any modifiers.
Apply any penalties to the target that result (such as -1 max Speed for reaching 
the first "big box" on the Armor track).

Special: On hit the Special ability of the weapon applies to the target.
If  noted as "Self" then the Special always applies to the Driver's car instead (even 
on miss).

S DROP WEAPON (Action)
To  use  a  Droppable  weapon  place  the  appropriate  token  directly  behind  the 
Driver's car. If there are no tokens remaining the Droppable weapon cannot be 
used.

Triggering  a  Droppable: Any  car  that  passes  through  or  covers  any  part  of  a 
Droppable token immediately suffers the Damage and Special. Then remove the 
Droppable token from the playing surface.
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Modifier Amount Requirement

Short Range +1 Target within Short Range of the weapon

Tailgate +1 Driver is in the rear 180 degree arc of the target
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S DESTROYING A CAR
A  car  with  no  Armor  remaining  is 
destroyed. If the car does not explode 
then flip it upside down and treat it 
like  an  obstacle.  The  destroyed  car 
cannot be used anymore.

Exploding: If  the  Damage  that 
destroys  the  car  exceeds  the 
remaining Armor by 2 or more the car 
explodes and does D8 Damage to all 
cars  within  5".  Then  remove  the 
destroyed car from the game.

For  example  a  car  with  3  Armor 
remaining is hit for 5 Damage so it explodes.

S COLLISIONS
A car making contact with another car or obstacle (for any reason) results in a 
Collision.

All involved cars roll a D8 and take Damage equal to their roll, with a minimum of 
their  Speed.  Any  modifiers  (such  as  from  the  Hammer  Brand)  are  applied 
afterwards.

Then all involved cars Spin Out and reduce their Speed by 1 (minimum 1).

The Driver's round immediately ends if they were involved.

Spin Out: Collisions and certain weapons can result in a "Spin Out". This means to 
place the car facing the exact opposite direction.

S BRANDS
Each car is a certain Brand, which applies a passive bonus.
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S WEAPONS
Each car has a Primary and Secondary hardpoint for mounting weapons.
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Brand Bonus

Essence Ignore all penalties from lost Armor (such as -1 max Speed)

Hammer Do +2 Damage and take -2 Damage (minimum 1) in Collisions with other cars

Mule +4 Armor (added to the start of the Armor track)

Pulsar Can raise or lower Speed by up to 5 and can always Change Speed (even after a Collision)

Venus +2" to Short and Maximum Range of all weapons
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TODO Make droppable tokens
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Name Damage Special

Primary

Mark 9 Javelin 4" 9 12" Can be used only once per game

Tank Cannon 2" 6 8" Self: Spin Out after shooting

Field Cannon 2" 5 6" Self: Push 2" backwards after shooting

The Big Scary 2" 4 6"

Gatling Gun 5" 3 8"

Shock Gun 8" 3 16" Can be used only on first Maneuver

Autocannon 8" 2 12"

Streetsweeper 3" 2 10" Always +2 Accuracy at Short, otherwise -1

Plasma Gun 10" 2 16" Self: Damage 3 if natural 1 rolled

Machine Gun 10" 1 20"

Dirtnap 8" 1 18" +1 Damage if Tailgating

Plinker 30" 1 30" Always -1 Accuracy

Secondary

Nail Blaster 6" 1 16" -1 Speed (minimum 2)

Long Horn 6" 1 16" Spin Out

Disruptor 6" 1 16" Turn up to 90 degrees

Slammer 6" 1 16" Push 3"

Harpoon 6" 1 16" Pull 3"

Shadowblaster 6" 1 16" Ignore obstacles for determining a target

Creaky Turret 6" 1 16" 360 degree arc for determining a target

Railgun 6" 1 16" Pierces first car, 5 Damage to next in line

Grenade Launcher 6" 1 16" 5" radius

Oil Droppable 2 Droppable Spin Out

Springboard Droppable 0 Droppable Push 6"

Spikes Droppable 0 Droppable -3 Speed (minimum 1)

Roadmine Droppable 5 Droppable

Firebomb Droppable 0 Droppable Cannot "Floor It" this round

Barricade Droppable 0 Droppable Collision

Short 
Range

Maximum 
Range
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